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Bourgin ~peaks ~n energy
'small
agamst
the large'
reasoning with reality. "The
developing natioos are far worse
cif as result ci this cartel than we
are. Their development
has
ground to a halt. They're caught
up in a killing lnflation and
cartel,"
Bourgin further referred to halance rl payments problem.
And oll eDcerbates the whole
December 1973 as a "watershed
food question."
Meanwhile,
period" which signalled an "end
Bourgin said, the oil rich will
to the era rl cheap energy." "The
continue to accumulate
vast
changes in the past year have
mmscimon~,mochmorethan
been inunense. Iran is now a
many of them really need.
power in the Persian Gulf, and
of
"Studies by the World Bank
escalating prices for oll have
forecast that by 1985, oll nations
transformed much of the inwill possess 1.2 trillion dollars, a
dustrialized world into delicit
shift of money and capital more
nations. Oil revenues for OPEC
than the present world economic
nations should reach looblllion
Simon Bourgln on energy. "OPEC has the means to
structure can withsiand."
dollars in the next three years."
bring the industrialized world to Its knees."
Bourgin lauded American
Bourgln
also stressed
the'
efforts
to
solve
the
energy
growing
impact
of such
problem on the international
spokesmen for the oil exporting
level. In a pointed reference to
nations as the Shah rl Iran. "The
Henry Kissinger, Bourgin said
Shah was considered an eccentric
that a favorable position in the
three years ago. His idea thst oll
mid-east and the establishment
was a valuable c<mmodity which
of an International
Energy
should not be squandered by
Agency to formulate pollcy and
energy
hungry
nations
Insmaller groups to a nat rate of
research among nations did not
By Pam AlIapoullOi
discriminately, needless to say,
$75-$100. To cover maintenance
just happen.
"Domestically
An interview this week with
faded to elicit a positive response
expenses large activities planned
we've reduced our coosumption
recently
inaugurated
SGA
from the industrialized West. But
by the latter would be funded
ci
energy
by
10
per
cent
and
president, Rick Allen, revealed
his reasoning was sound The
through petitioning
a subthat's a step in the right direc- some new and innovative plans
developing countries had to
oommJttee for funds set aside for
tion."
Bourgin
concluded
by
concerning all areas of campuB
overpay traditional1y for inthat purpose.
affirming his faith in the present life. With the increase in tulUOll
dustrial products in exchange for
MoreRumon
system.
"I
am
confident
that
the
and
llving
expenses
to
$5;000,
the
raw goods. Why not the other way
The
use
of college space has
public, private sector can resolve Student Activities Fee will alao
around?"
been an everpresent isllue and
these
questions.
As
the
urgencies
be
augmented,
thus
facWtatlng
However, Bourgin, like many
"it is Important to look into the
grow, we are going to get better many more social and academic
other informed observers, found
use of Palmer Library, once the
at
solving
them.
II
programs.
it difficult to square the Shah's
new one is completed. There are
"We are going to propose a
rumors that another post office,
restucturing of the Social Board
bookstore, and central dining
where it would be responsible to
facility might be constructed on
Student Assembly. With this
the land situated between the new
posalbillly In mind, there Ia an
\Illrarl and Cro. Alaa,
\ncTeased c.\\anee lot' concerca,.11
'fi\n\hrov and "t\\amea ,nu -..e
Allen commenced. In terms of
lorn down, It Is Important to start
student organizations, umbrella
maldng new plans now. "
. groups could be set up whereby
Another
Important area ot
there would be a Language Board
",ncem that he mentioned was
(comp<lIIedof one member from,
the role of the Judiciary board
each language club)" an Athletic
and a possible new social punitive
Board, Music Board, Theatre
scale. At the present time, It Is
Volume 61, number 6, 6 March 1915
Board, and Communication
Connecticut College
lIldeterm1ned as to the board's
Board. They would functicr Oh
jurladlctlon over such problems
the
prinlclpal
of having
as durnk students and parltlng
representative
members from
IX'Obiema."It has been proposed
the general area they encompass.
that we UlIll a faculty consultant
As
a
larger
unit
they
could
Physical Piant and a member of
to explaln procedures." Leslle
6.
Report
persistent
nonby Cartn Gordon
Model petition to a subcommittee for
Margolin, JB chalrman, also had
cooperation to the College ad- the Environmental
The use of electircity and fuel
extra money.
Committee,
insists
that
"every
been concerned over the fact
ministration.
this winter
has increased
The other distinct possIbillty Is that, OIl the present punitive
little bit saves; smtting rlf one
The
amount
of
electricity
and
significantly over last year. To
to give the major groups on
scale, a student receives two or
fuel used during December and light saves." He believes that campus (eg., newspaper, radio,
reverse this trend in an effort to
Conn
needs
a
program
like
this
three letters of censure and then
January
exceeded
the
projected
conserve energy and money
SGA, Theatre I, Social Board) a
is suspended."
amount while costs for these and that it will work, "We utllize<l very large budaet and limit the
President Oakes Ames has apCODtbmedon page six
Minority and female faculty
utilities have risen, according to
pointed volunteers to monitor
are
presenUy lackili8, as well as
Mr. Ames. "To prevent cutting of
each building on campus. The
courses in minority flelds (eg.,
services in other areas and to
appointments of the "Energy
Afro-American, Indian, Orienmake the budget come out in a
Conservation Officers" came at
ial). "We must study the role of
balanced fashion, we must start
the suggestion
of the Enminorities
OIl campus," he afsaving
now,"
he
stated.
Mr.
vironmental Model Committee.
firmed.
Ames admitted that, though this
These officers will:
by Bill Looney
Larger FrelbmaD CluB?
program will not make up for the
1. Monitor the building daily to
A
meeting
purportedly
"aroosed a great deal of conAs it has been recenUy exincreased usage and costs this designed to discuss questloos and
assure it is, wherever possible,
troveray since its publication on posed, Mr. Knight wants, to In·
year, "the program will help us
within the 65 to 68 delree F.
implications
raised
by the
February 24." Allen also an- crease the freshman class to
learn an effective energy contemperature range.
distribution ci a memo to various
nounced that he was asking
approJdmately 482 people. Mr.
servation program for the next
2. After instruction
from
members ci the administration
Student Assembly for approval to Allen remarked that "chances
years."
Physical
Plant, make daily
by Infirmary Director Mary N. form a student committee to are good that admlekJn stan·
According to Tresurer and
adjustments
in thermostat
Hall was held In President Ames'
"investigate the whole respon- dards will go down. We'd have to
Business
Manager,
Leroy
settings to compensate for excifice on Tuesday. One source
siveness of the Student Health
consider questions llke: 1) Will
Knight, Conn has spent $8Il,OOO
ternal weather conditions and
told the Courier that President
Services. I think It's an area
dorms get more crowded? 2) Will
more
on
fuel
and
$26,500
more
on
report to Physical Piant any
Ames assured those present that
which could stand some looking classes get more crowded? 3)
electricity.
Part
of
the
increase
is
malfunctions or conditions that
Dr. Hall's statement "was not the
into. It's a service, we're paying
Will basements open up and
due to last year's extended winter
need attention.
policy of the college."
for it, and if students are
singles turn Into doubles?"
break
which
accounted
for
3. Advise individuals within the
Rumors have also been c1r- displeased in any way we in
A major reasoo for the defeat
significant saving. "December culating that some members of student government
building of the proper precedures
want to of the APe proposed freshman
and January were warmer than
for control of temperature in
know about it." Regarding
wriling course by the faculty was
last year, however, which doesn't Student Assembly were conspecific rooms.
sidering
the passage
of a
Tuesday's meeting, wblch Allen dne to the faculty's lack of
account for the increase."
4. Occupants should advise the
resolution asking for the reaill- attended along with Janet Pugh knowledge conceming student
Mr. Knight stated, "These
officers
whenever
they exnation of Dr. Hall, but tb1s could and Leslle Margolin, the SGA sentiment on the subject. Rick
cificers especially in the Adperience difficulty in controlling
not be confirmed at preas time.
President stressed that it was Allen !:Oported that he has been
ministrative buildings, have to
temperatures.
The
memo,
which
was
critical
just a beginning of an extensive
"talking to Dean 8wansal about
help set a style for the whole
5. Encourage occupants to
ci the college's response to the
inquiry. "We've just begun to increased
Student Asaembly
college.
This
program
should
conserve electrical energy by
problems
of
drug
and
alcohol
touch
upon
the
problem.
There
Is
Input
Into
faculty
meelinp. We
serve
as a campus
wide
turning off the lights when
abuse on campus has, aceording
SO moch more that needs to be
need mn... nnlnion of the students
reminder.
"
leaving their dormitory rooms,
........,
on JlllCe leven
, . Richard .lngemol( Dlreclor.Jlf to, ~A.PreaIdent ~;;;::':::;~il>,. ...do
.....nelr-~s:n-"
claasrooma, or offices.
1'P"~"""''''''==C-~'''':i:hO~:!:~:i.4~~~''l:''':''i'="''''''

by Bill Looney
The question rl energy, surely
one rl the most urgent and
pressing
Issues confronting
contemporary
society in the
nuclear age, was the theme of a
maj or campus
address
on
Monday by Simon Bourgin
science adviser to the USIA and ~
leading analyst of U.S. energy
policy. Bourgin spoke to members rl the college community in
his capacity as this spring's
Woodrow Wilson Fellow and was
introduced by Bruce Hunter
coordinator of the program o~
campus, 8S a man "uniquely
sui ted to help further the goals of
the fellowship program in its
attempts to foster a sense rl
communication
between the
academic
and non-academic
world"
From the outset, Bourgin's
100Sllly structured
remarks
stressed
the importance
of
energy, its use, its allocation as a
valuable resource, and its effect
on industry and the lnunan environment. He also hastened to
add that he was not speaking of
U.S. energy policy. Bourgins
initial remarks were devoted to
sketching the background of the
present "energy crisis." "Our
present
problems
began In
Decemher 1973 when OPEC, the
cartel of oil exporting nations
raised the price of oll from tw~
dollars a barrel to up to IHO
dollars a barrel The rise in price

and the embargo which accompanied it was largely a
response to the Israeli-Arab
conDict some months earlier.
What started as a religious cause
ended as a powerful economic

I
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Volunteers to monitor energy use

Hall on the way out?
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Dr. Hall Commits Herself
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The social structure of Conn.College is best described
in terms of those institutions within the community that
provide extracurricular services to the student body. In
many cases, these Institutions may serve a dual purpose. The dormitories, in addition to providing the
student with living quarters, also offer social events and
athletic programs. Similarly, the housefellow not only
"runs the dorm," but also concerns himself with the
physical and emotional problems of those within the
dorm.
In a recent letter, Dr. Mary Hall, Director of Student
Health services, commented on the role of the infirmary
In dealing with antisocial behavior. In essence, Dr. Hall
feels that drug abuse, vandalism, and thievery are
antisocial behaviors outside the jurisdiction of the infirmary that should be dealt with by "the social
structure of the college." The "derivative
complications" of antisocial eenavrcr u.e.. drug abuse)
"cannot be dealt with medically. Student Health service
is not, and cannot be the answer." Shegoes on to state
that the infirmary has become the dumping grounds of
antisocial behavior, because of the myth that such
behavior Is a sickness.
Only those "on doctor's orders, for medical problems,
and for cases which our limited medical facllties are
equipped to handle" can be admitted to the Infirmary.
Becausethose who commit "antisocial behaviors" and
wind up In the infirmary are In no way punished or
receive administrative
sanctions, the Infirmary
camouflages the incident, and any "learning
is
nullified." The offender Is only referred to counselors
and "after one or two - maybe three indifferent
sessions in the counselor's office, all Is forgiven and
forgotten."
These statements made by Dr. Hall raise some
provocative questions concerning the role of the inflrmary. Are Student Health services only responsible
tor trea"ng those ",ho demonstrate medical need? Is
drug abuse a sickness, requiring the services of the
infirmary,
or Is It merely antisocial behavior, that
should be treated as is vandalism or thievery? And
finally, if drug abuse is as Dr. Hall says, antisocial
behavior, then what Institution outside of Student Health
services should be responsible for dealing with complications of this behavior?
While we agree that there are no simple solutions to
these problems, the Infirmary cannot simply ~divorce
Itself from tlie problem of drugs, particularly alcohol,
abuse by the aronrary conctuston rnar arug aDuse IS a
social, rather than a medical problem. Illness from
drugs Is not always deliberate, as are vandalism and
thievery. Indeed, drug abuse may result from antisocial
behavior, but that should not nullify someone from
receiving medical attention. Unfortunately, Dr. Hall's
assertion that drug users who require Infirmary care
should receive social reprimand (although not severe)
might act as a disincentive for those who should seek
medical help from doing so. Apparently, Dr. Hall feels
that counseling acts only as a camouflage. Perhaps
there Is a need to Improve this area of Student Health
services.
As It now stands, the Infirmary is the only Institution
which provides for the medical care of the student body.
By being arbitrarily selective In determining what Is
medical and what is antisocial behavior, the Infirmary
Is not maintaining Its responsibility to the student body.
COLLEGE COUNCIL AGENDA FOR MEETING
OF MARCH 6, 19754:30 o.rn.
Announcements: Student Assembly Report
Administration-Student meeting with Health
service
Old Business: Cooking Club
New Business: Sub-committee; New Constitution
Guidelines
Budget Requests
senior Class Request
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A Rational Alternative
The decision not to fund Conn. PI RG this semester
represents to us a wise and responsible decision in a
period of fiscal frugality. In an earlier editorial, we
questioned whether the services provided by Conn.
PIRG justified the allocation of ten per cent of the
student organizations budget. Also, we ra ised the issue
of insufficient student interest in the organization. It
appears that those points were given rational consideration before the final decision was made.
However, consumer services such as price surveys, a
doctors directory and the complaint center will still be
provided. at a minimal cost. This is certainly a more
reasonable plan than the high cost of Conn.PI RG.
We feel that since Conn. students are consumers,
these services would be useful and highly appreciated.
The Courier looks favorably upon these alternate
programs, and supports the dissolution of an extravagant program.

---letters

to theeditor---

HaII ga II
To the Editor:
Drinking
Is nothing new.
Neither are the reasons behind it,
nor the problems it causes. But
the problem of alcohol abuse at
Conn Col1ege recently came to a
head when Dr. Hall sent out a
statement
on her feelings
towards the lack of ways to deal
with student drunkenness. She
dislikes the way the infirmary is
used as 8 ltfiop-house," a campus
dump,
and
an unwanteddisposal center, as she seems to
think it is. She is reluctant to
accept students referred to her
for such purposes, annoyed at
even being asked to do so, and
angry that something is not being
done about It. Dr. Hall suggests
that disciplinary action should be
. taken &gainst such "boist ... ous,
surly, drunk"
students
who
constantly get drunk and subsequently end up unwelcome
wherever they go.
While we thank Dr. Hall for
presenting us with this urgent
issue so openly and directly, we
cannot accept her ~proposed
remedy, or ber narrow concept of
the Student Health Service.
Punitive measures will not
solve emotional problems (which
is more than just a "quaint
beading" for alcohol abuse). If

Til,

someone habitually feels the need
to get good and drunk, it is clear
that he will not be helped by being
punished. Dr. Hall is correct In
saying that social behavior is
based
on "a
doctrine
of
responsibility and accountability
for one's own behavior within a
community of one's peers and
col1eagues." But at the same
time oneis not alone In this accou~tability. Responsibility is
held by both the individual and
his community. Especially in a
social setting such as Conn
College, we are all somehow
responsible for each other. A
student should never find himseH
unwelcome, with no place to go
and 00 one to look after him on a
campus such as ours.
The infirmary should accept
responsibility as the base of •
twenty-four hour personalized
emergency center since this is
something which logically and
practically
befits it, and is
something the security guards
and individual
house-fellows
cannot be. This would not mean a
substantial
expansion
of infirmary
services,
for such
emergencies (thankfully) do not
occur that often. And it would not
mean hiring new help or plliclng
tmdo burdens on those presently
employed. If all that is immediately needed in 'emergency'
cooUnued 00 page tbree
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The Subtle Distinctions

~epresenting

a

female,

illustrated by David Bowie and
the new drag ballet company in
N.Y.C.; nor is it the female

assuming masculine characteristics, as represented by Viva,
Playgirl, and the Equal Rights
Amendment.
Uni-sex is the blending of
sexual traits into a homogenous
union. It is the breakdown of

sexual

barriers

and

presupositions that oeprate to
define male-female, masculinefeminine, boy-girl.
Here at Conn., we certainly
have approached
a uni-sex
society. We appear the same we have the same basic body
shape (except that males are
natchested and have narrower
hips). We dress the same - Levi
cords or jeans, tee and work shirt
or crew neck sweater-turtleneck
combo, Wallabees or Fryes.
There are no distinct malefemale hairstyles.
So much the same
There are few distinctions in
male-female lifestyles. We live in
the same huildings, lake the
same courses, with the same
workload, same responsibilities,
same commitments. Everybody
appears sexually liberated and
emotionally candid. Females can
swear like truckdrivers, and guys
openly display the emotional
traumas that arethe staple of As
the World Turns. We eat
together, play together, participate in the same sports, have

By CarIn Gordon
Why did Dr. Hall do it? Why did
Mary Hall, M.D., director of the
Student Heallh Service at Con-

necticut

College,

statement
Infirmary

which says that the
refuses to baby-sit

a

The College is aware that it has
drinking
problem.
Ad-

a

ministrators,

culturally
engrained
malefemale distinctions,
but we
cannot dismiss the fundamental
distinction,
that of sexual
relations. Sex is an organic
phenomenom, the basic staple of
human perpetuation. It is unshakeable, stable, outside the
whim of any current trend.
Although the manner in which we
currently display our sexuality is
different, its fundamental expression is timeless. We laught at

the crude "drive-in"

issue

drunks?

of Unisex
By Waller Palmer
Although many of the sociocultural characteristics of our
generalion are often merely
manifeslations of what the older
generation perceives of us (eg, the college
student
being
synonomous with a bleedingheart liberal), the phenomenom
of uni-sex is uniquely engrained
into the youth culture.
By uni-sex, I'm not merely
implying the feminist movement,
or liberalized sexual attitudes,
both of which have been
generally adapted by society.
Similarily, uni-sex does not mean
society's acceptance of the male

Why did Dr. Hall do it?

sexual

mentality of American GraHlllt,
but basically, nothing's changed.
Granted,
the Cro-bar
has
replaced Mel's Burger City, levis
and suede have replaced tee
shirts and kacki chinos, but
sexuality is still the basle
underlying principle
The assertion of one's sexuality
provides for lhe subtle distinctions of unlsex. We become
acutely aware of our gender
when we enter into a sexual
relationship.
At this point, one might
question
the logic of my
argument. Indeed, I've been
giving examples all along of how
the sexes have merged to a single
identity, without fonner barriers
or restrictions. Guys can take

housetellows,

doctors, and student govemooent
offficials have been holding
discussions to find a solution to
that problem. Dr. Hall's solution
to the problem in most cases is
discipline, not medical treatment. Why emphasize
the
punitive aspect of the solution;
the way to solve a social problem
is

not suspension or expulsion or

any olher
She does
however,
instances
modern

academic punishment.
say in her statement,
that "Some few of the
~ irresponsible, an-

dance, it's O.K. for girls

to play competltlve basketball,
etc. Yet, how I'm sayi~ lhat sex
destroys this unisex ideology,
because
through
sexual
relationships we revert back to
bssic sexual roles - with alllhe
traditional sanctions, barriers
and hangups,
The evidence
How do I know? Well, for one,
I've experienced It. And also, for
what it's worth, I've read Goffman in a sociology and am a little
more sensitive to your basic
Interaction ritual. How about a
case in point? Let's go back' a few
days.
Setting: fairly late in lhe Cro
bsr - I'm working at the dooe.
Enter Dick. Jane, Ol.'Zle and

tisocial
behavior
become
ultimately,
after
the fact,
medical problems. These few
cases
(such as addiction,
toxicity, physical injury) certainly need and will get medical
treatment." Thank you for that,
Dr. Hall.
She implies in her slatement
that the Infinnary is nol an
emergency center. IT a student is
drunk with no friends to "baby-sit
him," no houselellow to help, not
even security guards to help,
then, Dr. Hall believes, the
student definitely needs aid, but
the Infirmary is not the place to
come. In her statement she says,
"The pileous isment, from both
students and administrators,
sometimes implied and at other
limes explicit, always is, 'But
where else can we go? What else

can we do? To whom do we turn?'
Harriet. 'Dick, Jane, and Harriet
wear jeans. Ozzle has levi cords
- all four are bel1hottoms. Dick
and Harriet have Wallabees.
Ozzie has Frye boots and Jane
goes organic with L.L. Bean

"down Mainers."

Ozzle and

These are good questiOllS, which
must be faced and answered."
Dr. Hall continues, "The Student
Health Service cannot be, and
properly should not try to be, all
things to all people in all limes of
trouble."
Cool down, Dr. Hall, and think
about what you jusl said. IT the
Infirmary
"cannot
be, and
properly should not try to be, all
things to all people in all limes of
trouble," then where do we
studenls
go?
Friends,
houselellows and deans are only
equipped to handle so much, but
that's minor. The problem is,
they're not always there.
Clearly,
some aUerntive
solution must be worked out. The
discussions
on the drinking
problem, however, should be
abruptly halled by an impulsive
slatement.
Dick claims he'll buy the first
one. Harriet distributes the four
glasses, and Ozzle pours the beer.
Conversa tion starts - the usual
topics of too much work, vacation

plans, "cut down your neighbor",
etc. After a couple of pitchers,

lhey leave a little shaklly for the
Harriet wear work shirts, ariil
snack bsr.
Dick and Jane go with the
Strickly plutonic, these. Your
aforementioned
sweaterbsslc
unisex Rcoull.No masculine
turtleneck combo. Three have
assertiveness,
no feminine
down jackets, and Jane has a submissiveness, no great attempt
palld aport coat. Dick has a ii:lton at sexual Interaction.
John shag, Jane haa a short
The other Iide of the coin
"Dutch boy", Ol.'Zleprefers long
About an hour later the place Is
au natural,
and Harriet
Is
straight waist-length. Bob has a cookin'. Bob, Carol, Ted and
mustache and beard, the rest are Alice cruise in. Hardly unisex.
clean. They pick a square lable In Carol destroys all doubts with a
lhe back -guys on one sidli, girls leotard and slinky m1~length.
<;,onllnuedon page six
00 the other. A Illtcher Is ordered.
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similar academic and social
pressures, and graduate with the
same majors.
Conn. seems to epitomize the
notion of uni-sex. And it is only
logically so. Our culture rejects
the artifIcial sexual barriers,
scorns the culturally imposed

notions that "define"

'SAVE SOME OF WHATEVER YOU'RE THROWING AROUND IN THERE-IF
LEARN TO USE IT FOR FUEL, OUR TROUBLES ARE OVER!'

sexual

letters from p. 2 ---------------------

roles. Uni-sex is the reasonable,
. raD~llll! and natural outgrowth of
a prevailing
philosophy that

emphasizes'

WE EVER

liberalism,

in-

dividllillity-and fri'edam. It is the
natural reaction to cullwally
contrived
male-female
appearances, roles, attitudes and
tifestyles.
A word of caution
Yet, the time has not yet
arrived when chicks, should
smoke cigars and give each other
"weggies/' and guys should take
pills to simulate the menstrual
cycle.
.
_
LWe--ar-e-able-to-·-ahed
the

-

cases of an unwanted, unruly
student Is calming, soothing, and
lender consideration, (and often
lhat is all that is needed), then it
would be no problem at all to
establish a volunteer group of
students, perhaps wilh speclal
training, and certainly
with
patIence and compassion, to be
with the student at such a time.
This is, granted,
only a
suggestion, and by all means a
than fully satisfying answel).
--less------------ --- .-~
.

As personalized and sincere as
such care would be, it is still only
an institutionalized sulJltitute for
the friendship and considerallon
that
should
readily
and
automatically be extended to any
person, espedally one alone or In
need. But until we get to that
slate of affairs, I guess this will
have to do.

The plan sooB;!s reasonable - I

stranger than fiction am able and willing to cooperate,

provided I get to keep Patty when
To whom it may concern:
it's over. But would you please
One (or more) of you clever
give me some sort of address so I
little slime-devils out there In don't have to continue printing
media-land has been sendillg me letters In this propaganda sheet
obscene love letters written
of the
Military-Industrial
under the cowardly pseudonym
Comples.
d. Hauser S. Hole etc. of the
Sincerely,
Federal Bureau of Investigat ..... ,
You-Know-Who
and leaving me no clue as to
~~~~~_..Jw~he~re~~tl!!:l!..!a!!Jddre~!.!ss!!!..!m!!.yurJ;Jes!),po!!!nse~~'
.-:!' Pl::"~'.c:·I:.:.I:;.ove=Y,-,w:,,1
too.
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Keith's Column
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Lennon's Blast at Past
By Keith Rltler

Bob, Carol, Ted, Alice, Jules, and Jim

......

By SetIl GredIud

Oft

-

I
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"Bob. Carol. Ted and AlIce."
thougb on the surface
a
aeemlngly
innocuous.
albeit
anualng. fllm, takes a bard look
at lbe purported mores ci the
"swinging " 8IIburbanltes so
...
prevallllt in the late IIlIlOe.Wblle
al certainly a period (ieee that
w aeems Incongruous and tbus
Ill:
rather campy wblll taken in a
::J
19708context. the film makes a
o rather searing comrnenl about
v the people it deals with. The lour
prlnclpa1s co~
two young
Los Angeles couples circa 1989.
Moving in a circle of "beautiful
people" and tJmklng themselves
of the same Ilk they do all thole
things that everyone who was hip
in the late sixlIes was supposed to
do. They epitomized.
chic
suburbia lIIDIlklng dope at a
frlend's mansion and driving
borne In a Cadlllac. holdlng
impromptu encounter .... ions
(Tell me, really. what do you
think of me?), and relating to
each other In general. I mean.
Ilke. they were really getting into
each other. Beautiful.
Bob, a lllm producer. has a
sexual encounter with a nubile
young Ia .. , who appeared at leut
len years his junior. on a jaunt In
San Franclaco. In a burst of
honesty. 8Oul...... chlng and an
overwbebnlng desire to relate. be
tells this to Carol. his wife. Is lIbe
shocked. disgusted cr despondent? Not at all. I mean.lt·s hlp.
Isn.t It? Bob had this purely
carnal encounter ..nth 1ICIIDIl0De
else but be 11\111loves Carol.
S'beautiful.
Not 110eool
Ted and AlIce. bowever. are not
quite as cool. hlp, liberated and
radical chic as their frlends Bob
and Carol. Wantlng to share the
great ne ... of Bob's affair wllb
their beat frlends. Carol, in lbe
same tone she would have u&ed
were lIbe expecting. a baby, tella
Ted and AlIce. "Ian't It grealthat
Bob can relate to me Ilke that,"
lIbe says. "He had an affair and
he told me about It. II's
beautiful." AHce. upon hearing
the ne... after the obligatory pot
party
(remember
those?)
becomes nauseous. She waan't
sloned, though. Had sbe been
ed
h
abe
uld ha
s to n
per aps
wo
ve
related better. 91e moaned to
Ted all night abolll how upset abe
was but he was high as a Idte and
too horny to be of much help.
The movie proceeds along this
ridiculous
level
until
its
culmlnatlon In a Las Vegaa botel
ro<m. Bob, carol. Ted and AlIce

they decide to bave an 01V· Into
the lI8Ckthey go to put all their
hipneIlI to a test. The partners
have been swapped and the
realigned couples begin to klsa.
But, alas, their true selves
lIDerge and no one can go on. The
further development
of the
situatioo was arrested by the
degree to which the 8IIbconacloua
inculcation of puritan morala had
permeated each of the charsetars. Nooe of the charactera w... e
prepared to truly flout convention
and userl tbemaelves as the free
I(irIts they felt thernaelves to be.
Babblt trIumpba. Bumm .... man.
Jules, Jim ud CalbertDe
Francois Truffaul treats a
almIlar 8IIbjecl in a far more
sophisticated. thought provoking
and generally more interesting
manner in "Jules and JIm." dooe
In 1981. "Jules and Jim' is the
story of a love triangle made up
of Jules. his wife Catherine. and
their frlend Jim. Truffaut is
dealing with the idea of freedom
in human realtlonships. a concept
that dominates many of his fllms.
The film centers
around
Catherine upon wboee bead Is
heaped tbe boundless adulation of
both men. Catherine Ia an lmpu1Biveunpredictable nymph·llke
character given to sudden changs
In mood and unfatbomable
behavicr. She Is a bllthe lIJllrit
(apologies to Noel Coward) and.
by Turffaut's
definition.
the
goddess of love incarnate. Her
face and smile are Identical to
tho.. ol a statue of a goddess
Jules and Jim come acrosa 00 an
archaelogleal trip. Catherfne,
this pure spirit of love, fInds It
rather dHllcult 8IIl'Vfving In the
real world of marriage Ia ....
warring nations and accepted
standards of behavior.
Catherine
enjoys
herself
tremendously with both Jules and
JIm together and individually but
when the magic momenta they
share tum to monthe and years
they lose their lustre lor her. She
cannol be bound to one oerson
and neither Is lIbe saUafled by
holding both Jules and Jim on a
string. Sbe digresses and bas
further affairs, none of which she
finds partlcularly
utlsfylng.
Feeling herself unable to cope
within the confines of this world.
IIPr Impu1lllveness leads her to
drive both Jim ar,d herself off a
lridge and to their deaths. Unllke
Bob, carol. and Ted and AlIce,
Catherine Is not willing to consign
herself to act 88l1be sees fit cr lIbe
cannot go on llving. In a nice
touch at the end of the film the
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to have her ashes scattered to the
winds. but It was not allowed.'''
Again, even in death abe Is IIlifIed
by society and convention.
Through Catherine
Truffaut
seems to be .... rtlng that permanent love and the realization
of one's self 81 a dlstlncl individual are mutually exclusive.
RelaID.h1p SeeD
Though on distinctly different
planes in terms of artistic value,
it is easy to see the relationship
between "Jules and Jim" and
"Bob, carol, Ted and Allee. In
"Bob. carol. Ted and AlIce" the
true feelings of the characlers
are brought to light at the fllms
end and homespun American
values are trIump/lant. Their
"hipness" is a facade for underneath It all these llberated Los
Angeles socialltes are about as
hip 81 that llttle old lady in
Dubuque for whom the New
Yorker Magazine is not written.
In "Jules and Jim" however
Catherine Is not prepared t~
abandon ber perpetual assault on
accepted mores. She is repulsed
at the thought of tbe domealidty
that Bob, Carol et al were all too
wl1IlIul to return to, vet. In killing
contlnned on page five'
U

For the past two years word
has been circulating tIroughout
the musical wcrld abou t Jom
Lennon's project with Phil
Specter. the noted producer. Both
r1 these men are extremely
talented and they were working
on SlXlle~ with which they are
both well acquainted; the music
of the early 1980's. The album
which has emerged from this
collaboration is very far below
expectations.
Apple records
Claims that it will put leMon
back on toe of the Rock scene but
I definitely disagree. This album
is very weak in pro<Dlction and
flawed in performance.
The material on the album is a
greaser's dream; the songs include "Sweet Uttle Sixteen",
llPeggy Sue" I "Bony Marone,"
"Stand By Me". and others which
have become standards for every
Fifties band. Yet. instead of
leaving these songs in their "Hall
of Fame" arrangements, Lennon
has
slowed
some
down.
rearranged others and generally
destroyed them. The production
sounds as if a hundred toilets are
flushing behind Lennon as he
screams the lyrics into the
recorder. The musicians on the
album are not listed but this is to
their credit. I would not want to

be associated with this album.
Yes has also taken a blast into
its past They have issued an
album entitled "Yesterdays". It
is a collection r1 songs r1f of
compositions
and chromatic
vocals are all there in this album,
which features
the never
released (on an album) version of
Paul Simon's America.
The

elusive "Dear Father"

also

makes an appearence on this
album. It is a fine disk for those
who thought that Yes' music
began with "The Yes Album.
In these davs of economic
concern, skyrocketing prices
and plummeting stock marKetS,
gifted
pianist-saxophonistvocalist Eddie Harris. having an
acute sense of timeliness. cal1s
his most recent album "I Need
The Money." Following on the
heels of his SIIccessful "Is It In?"
album. which demonstrated a
musical dexerity that defied
putting him into eitber the rock of
jazz catagory,
this album
exemplifies the fusion of musical
styles and the importance of
electronics to modem music.
Songs like "Get On Down,"

"Carnival,"

"I don't Want

Nobody" and lI11tat's It" are still
innovative but readily accessible
to large numbers of faos. A good
album!

Philharmonic fights conductor
by Keilb Wiler
Lasl Tuesday evening. the
Strasbourg Philharmonic
Orchestra gave a performance in
Palmer Auditorium which left
this reviewer
witb mixed
emotions. The French musicians,
under the baton eX Alain Lombard, began with a weak rendition eX Brahms' second Symphony. It appeared as though the
orchestra
was sight-reading
through the piece, for their
performance
lacked
the
cohesiveness and fluidity of a
well-rehearsed
exposition. At
times. the group seemd 10 be
fighting their conductor and the
audience was cqrning out on the
short end. The aliegro of the piece
(the first one, I mean), was
lacking in the beauliful dynamic
contrasts which characterize it.
The second movement,
an
adagio, was a bit more cohesive
bill sllll below the standard that I
had come to expect from so
renowned a group. Tbe allegretto
whleh followed was played very
precisely
but without much
feeling and the themes of the
followed. I reflected on the
During the intermission which
follosed, I reflected
on the
group's overall sound. It may
have been the acoustics of the
hall but the orchestra had absolutely no bottom to it. There
were seven basses on the stage
bul they had barely the sound of a
weak cello, tuned down a bit. The
brass section should have been in
a Sousa band and not in an or·
chestra. The Horns stuck out Ilke
sore thumbs. However.
the
:~u:,~~re
excellent. as were
The second half of the program
was much better. The soloist for
the evening.
Jean-Bernard
Pommier, gave an incredibley
fine display eX virtuosity in his
handling d. Saint.saens' Second
I" PianO""€oncerto.
He
was

seemingly
playing and conducting at once. His rapport with
the musicians was great and the
exhibition they put on was virtually'flawless. He held the orchestra together well and coaxed
a beautlfulsound out <i the piano.
I cannot ovell'raise this performance of the Concerto. so well
done was it.
Ravel's Daphnis et Chioe Suite
No.2 followed. The orchestra had
obviously rehearsed this well, for

their rendition was excellent.
Yet, their swnd was not very

good. The bass which was lacking
earlier was there but the brasses
were sllll out of place. Still. the
precision with which this piece
was executed made it very enjoyable.

As an ,encore. the group
displayed Beethoven's Turkish
March. This is a work which must
be one of their standards because
the musicians tossed i off very
casually and yet played very
well. It is a shame they did not
include more of their standard
repetoire in this performance.

A Whale of a Lecture
Scott McVay, authority
on
whale behavior and migration
and leader of the 1973 World
Wildlife Fund Arctic expedition,
will speak on "Pursuit of the
Arctic Whale and Preservation of
all Whales and Dolphins."
The lecture will be Monday,
March 31, 7:30 p.m .• Palmer
Audltcrium. In addition to the
lecture. a MarIne Adventure
FIlm. "In Search of the Bowhead
Whale" will be shown. It is a fifty
minute color documentary on the
McVay expedition produced by
the National Film Board of
Canada.
Since ~y I, 1972,Mr. McVay
has been administrator of the
Robert Sterling Clark Foundation
which was founded in 1952.and is
a grant-making operation with
interests in education, cultural
endeavors.
and community
activities.
He has an avocationalinterest
in whales and has published 22
papers and articles in such
journals
as
"Scientific
American." HNatural History."
"Bulletin of Atomic Scientists,"
"Audubon,"
and "American
Scientist." He was clHiuthor of
the discovery of "Songs of
Humpbaok...whsles." "Selence,"

\

(Vol. 173,1971),and the leader of
two Arctic expeditions to study
the rare Bowhead whale. The
National Film Board of Canada
made a one-bour documentary of
the 973expedition, "In Search of
the Bowhead Whale" (1974).

Major Lecture
Pursuit of tbe Arctic Whale and
PreselVation 01 all Whales and
Dolphins.
by Scott McVay
authority on the behavior and
mirgration of whales and leader
of the 1973 Arctic expedition
sponsored by the World Wildlife
Fund.
- and·
Adventure FIlm
In Search of the Bowhead
Whale
a 50-minute
color
production by The National Film
Board of Canada documenting
the McVay expedition.
,----------Monday. March 31
7:30 p.m .• Palmer Auditorium.
Conneclicut College.
Sponsored
by the Mystic
Marinelife
Aquarium,
The
Connecticut Cetacean Society
Lan_d_C_o_nn_ec_ti_'
c_ut_Co_lI_e.:.
__ ge_......l
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Village Voice feminist tops week

Opera was ...interesting
by Josbua Tltwlllow
Tbe Yale sympbony Orchestra
and Theater Studies ri Connecticut Coilege in conjunction
with opera professionals, brougbt

"cultuah"

to Conn's Palmer

Auditorium February 22. Ravel's
"L'Enfant etles Sortileges" (The
Child and Magical Happenings)
and Poulenc's "Lea Mameiles de
Tiresias"
(Tbe Breasts
of
Tirestas) came to Conn. alter a
weekend at Yale's WoolSey Hall
February 14 and 15.
Ravel's opera fantasy is based
on Coletle's warmly expressive
surrealistic children's poem. The
story is replete with animated
feeling furniture and a nature
able to express its d1apleasure
with the treatment it receives at
the unfeeling band of man. A
child, spoiled and arrogant (also
a poor singer) learns the joy, the
freedom, in caring and loving.
Tbis radical change comes with
the discovery of angry, articulate. animation in preViously
inanimate objects and an inarticulate nature reacting against
bis senseless destructive tirades,
As to the production itself. the
lighting effects (designed by
Cbristopber
Greene)
were
tremendous and Conn's Dario
Coletta stood out among a
primarily Inaudible cast (Why
were these supposedly great

singers encased in sucb bulky,
muffling costumes?). Overall It
was a dud.
Sbarp eoatraat '
Poulenc's opera buffa, derived
from Apollinaire's
"drame
surrealist" and translated from
the French by Robert Gross,
stood in sharp cootrast to the first
production. The story line. of a
busgand deserted by bis wife,
making babies mechanically for
the state and bis own prollt,
satirized both Frencb pre-war
society and its own genre of
entertainment
The themes of
sexual liberation. in terms of
fixed sex roles, stereotypical
male-female relations. the role
and purpose of the family in
French society (playing 00 the
mental equation of,the larger the
family, the more productive and
the more saldien for the state)
are all played upon in Poulenc's
work. The overarcbing theme,
clarified in the finale calls for
more equal, natural.
fluid
~lationships between the ~es,
WIth the "making of babies"
from the love of sexual enjoyment and not from fulfilling
the demands ri social convention
or in penorming one's duty to the
state.
Tbe Yale Symphony Orchestra
the musicians tossed it off very
again superb with the voices 'If

*** Summer
Tne 11I7~:summer :session will
be offering the following 4 credit
courses for undergraduste and
graduste study beginning June 23
through August 1st. Connecticut
College students planning to

attend our Summer Session
sbould contact their advisors. A
brochure lIating the days. times,
instructors, and an application
wiil be available after vacation.
NOTE: Tbis is a preliminary
listing.
ANTHROPOLOGY
1048 Introduction to Social and
Cultural Anthropology
ART
1048 Drawing
117S Ceramics I
1188 Ceramics II
125S Painting
127S Printmaking
131S Sculpture
001S Individual Study
ART HISTORY

Sheila Barnes (Tlreatas) and
again Com's Dario Coletta (the
gendarme) standing far above
the others. The set, C18tumes and
chorus, atravaganUy
overdone
(What was the budget!?! Wbo
paid! ?!) be1pedmake the opera a
spoof on its own kind. The shallow
overacting and broad slapstick
however gave it a Big Broadway
show quality that detracted from
Apo11lnaire's pacifistic attack on
French society.
Poulenc's apparent intention in
adapting Apo11lnaire's work was
to produce, througb irony and
satire, an almost Brecbtian
social parody through absurdity
and overwhelming audio and
visual effects. In typlca1 Jim
Crabtree (the stage director)
fashion, the production was
stunningly
impersonal
and
totally missed the point
Ail in all, the night was .....
interesting.

B b
0

continued from p. 4
,,"rself

ASTRONOMY
1008 General Astronomy
BIOLOGY

103S Introduction
to Marine
Biology
403AGraduate study
00lS Individual Study In Marine
Biology (undergraduate credit)
ms Individual Study in Marine
Biology (graduste credit)
BOTANY
1048 Marine Botany
404S Graduste study
225S Systematic Botany and the
Local Flora
209S Esiusries and Coastal Zones
409S Graduste credits

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
lOIS Speecb
and Hearing
Disorden
1148Developmental Problems in

the values

of

SOClery

triumph once agaln. Both 1Ilma,

each in a d1atinctly different way,
afflnn the Idea that convention Is
ooe of the most powerful'forces In
society and one who diooses to
defy convention does 10 at great
risk.

Courses

1-8 History of the European Film

I
,et. a .,

***
Childhood
2lI2S Tbe Child in the School
Environment
:IJl6S Adolescent Development
2-S Assessment and Evaluation
01. Programs for Young Children
COMPUTER STUDIES
111S Introduction to Computer
Methods
2128 Non-numerical Algorithms
ECONOMICS
111S Macroeconomics:
Contemporary Forces Guiding the
American Economy
ENGIJSH
1038 Modem Poetry: Experience
and Imagination
1168 Expository Writing
lOBSMadness in Literature
FRENCH
1138 Intermediate French
115S French
for Reading
Knowledge
GOVERNMENT
1108 Political Ideas
HISPANIC STUDIES
117S Puerto Rican Culture
121S Spanish Convel1l8lion and
Reading
HISTORY
1-8 New England History
1138 An Introduction to Indian
Civilization

HUMANITIES
lOIS Speculative Fiction and
Fantasy
l .. S Aspects of the Modern
sensibility: self Allenatlon and
Value

Dr. Alvin Poussalnt, guest speaker at a symposium
sponsored by the BSQE last Wednesday. His remarks
attempted to demonstrate the effects of white society
upon,cl)lIdreo of minority cultures.

MATHEMATICS
00lS Fundamental
Ideas of
Mathematics
107S Elementary Statistics
1128 Calculus I
0018 Independent Stildy Option

n
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West Hartford, Conn. - JW MinIa1ly.
c
Panel membero will Include the
~
Johnston, columnist for "The
Rev.
Ms.
Belly
ScbielII.
of
Village Voice." a weekly New
Syracuse. N.Y.; the Rev. Nancy In
York journal devoted to poIltlca
?J
and the arts, will be the main Wilson, of Worcester. Mus.; Ms.
Barbara
Cort,
political
erganizer
speaker wben Women's Week ls
for tbe University Christian
held Marcb 30-7at the Gengras
Movement,
ilalioo; and Sister
~
Student Union, Unlveralty ri
~
Hartford. The public is welcome Joan Reilly. of St Mary's Parish,
n
Windsor
LocO.
%
to attend.
Facilitatoro will be Me. Ann
Women's Week ls sponsored by
Weiss. adviser to the Jewiab
the UriH Women's Center. Ms.
Johnston, wbl8e collected works Student Unloo; Me. Marjie O.
Rhodes. campUII minister. and
'U
include, "Marmalade Me" and
the Rev. Ms. Denise Tracy.
"Guilible's Travels." will speak
COl
After a 1 p.m, Iuncbeon,
at 8 p.m. Wednesdsy evening.
til
worksbops
on
feminism,
Marcb 5 in Holcomb Commons.
socialism and women's role in
There is no admlssioo charge.
religion today will be beld in Suite
<
Women's Week will hold its
In
E-H at 2 p.m, A women's
initial program at 8 p.m, Monday
ce1ebratlon
will
take place at 4
evening. Marcb 3 with a feminist
p.m.
coffee bouse event in the Faculty
Friday. Marcb 7. there will be a
Dining Room. Nanetle Natal.
session
at 9:30 a.m, on "Women
Warner
Brotbers
recording
and Care ers, " and at 3 p.m. a
artist, will be featured. Par"self-defense Teach-in" in the
ticipants will include Elayne
Suisman Lounge.
.
Schroeder, ri Sands Point, N.Y.,
ri UofH senior in English, and the
UreS!led in faded jeans and
Rev. Ms, Denise Tracy. UofH laced leather boots. Jill Johnston
campus minister.
baa been a fixture in New York
On Tuesday. Marcb 4, a film, journalism aince 1959. wben she
"The Autobiography ri Miss Jane
began to expound her views in
Putiman." will be shown at 11 liThe Village Voice" on the arts,
a.m. in Holcomb Commons. At 3 dance. drama, travel, politics
p.m., an Instructional period in and beroelf - "frequently all at
feminist music will take place in once," according to her lecture
the Faculty Dining Room. At 8
bureau.
p.m., M. Tulis Sessions. an acMs. Gloria Steinem, of "Ms."
tress from Putnam (Conn.), will magazine,
delineates
the'
present
a drama
program.
Johnston
literary
genre as
llWomen I Have Known," in "honest, outrageous. styllatically
Holcomb Commons.
unique. brave. vulnerable and
Wednesday,
March
5. a fl'l1 of love."
women's dlmer will be held in
¥Jl.r!!ler kudos come from
the Faculty Dining Room, with
Rosslyn Drexler, who describes
Ms. Johnston lecturing later. aa
Jill Johnston aa "serious, Inooted.
telligent, honest, and sublimely
On 'l'hur1lday, March 6. there
will be an 11 a.m. panel tunny."
Characterized as a "vanguard
discussion focusing on "Women
feminist and disruptive,
Inin Religion
Oppression
novative
artist,"
Me. Johnston
Liberation." The session is C~
has lectured widely on the college
sponsored by the UriH Jewisb
cJrcult
Student Union and the Campus
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English Dept. runs contest
The Department of Englisb of
Connecticut College reminds
undergraduste students of two
prizes
given annually
for
imaginative writing.
Tbe Benjamin T. Marshall
Prize is rifered for the best poem
or group of poems submitted by
an undergraduate. 11 carries the
name of tbe secood ~ident
of
the College.
Tbe Hamilton M. Smyser
Award, bonoring tbe retired
Medievalalist
and
former
chairman
of the
English
Department, is offered to an
undergraduste author of the best
short work of fiction.
PIDLOSOPHY
255S Religious
Belief and
PhilClSopbicalUndentanding
PSYCHOLOGY
1068 Drugs and Behavior
:In6S Social Psychology
4--S Psycbology
of Stress
(graduste credit)
424S Counseling Theory and
Teclmiques (graduste credit)
RELIGION
lOBSPoetry in the Ancient Near
East
1098Exploration ri the Feminine
136S Biomedical Ethics
SOCIOLOGY
227SDeviant Behavior and Social
Control

Both prizes are awarded by a
jury including faculty members,

students and people of literary
concern outside ri the College,
Manuscripts sbould be turned in
to William Mereditb in 211
Thames Hall or P.O. Box 1498.
wbo will administer the contests
but will not himself be a judge.
the
DEADLINE
FOR
MANUSCRIPTS
IS
WED.
NESDAY. MARCH 27, the week
unmediately following tne :Spring
Vacation.

Film Society
Expands
By: Marll)'ll Pool

Tbe Comectlcut College Film
Society is planning to expand its
riferings to the community in the
coming year. One of the anticipated programs is a foreign
fiim festival. Snggestions for this
program
are welcome and
solicited. send the name of the
film (and any other pertinent
Information) to: Tbe Connecticut
College Film Society. Box 688.
Tbe Film Society also wiabes to
remind the community that all
meetings are open to anyone
mterested.
Meetings are announced in the Campus Communicator or will be posted in the
PQSt Office.
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Dick Gregory at Hartford

Conn links with American Univ.

Fridsy evening, Marcb 14,
By PAM ALIAPOUIJOS
lbere will be a benefit dinner
It was announced Ibis week by
dance at lbe Hartford Hilton,
Dean Johnsor; that Connecticut
wilb a reception at 6 p.m. Guest
College bas been invited to have
speaker will be Sanford Cloud,
our students participate in a
Jr., Hartford attorney and a UofH
Wasbington based semester
regent. Les Strangers willfurnisb
arozram
with
American
music. For reservations, phone
University. "We will be allowed
lbe B.P.U. at 243-1710.
to send two students in tbe fall
Saturday, Marcb 15, Douglas
and two in lbe Spring," sbe
Turner Ward's play, "A Happy
remarked. Working on the same
Ending," will be presented in principle as lbe twelve college
Auerbach Auditorium at 2 p.rn.
exchange, tbe college nominates
under lbe direction of Katby
two students each semester,
Hudson. A donation will be acsends American University lbeir
cepted at tbe door. Miss Hudson
qualifications, and the latter
is a senior in theater, College of institution makes the ultimate
ArtsandScienees. Her bome is at
choice.
100 West End Ave., Neptune, N.J.
Relevant to Urban Studies,
At 10 p.m. Marcb 15, lbere will Government, and Economic
maj ors, lbis program offers
be a dance in Holcomb Commons,
G.S.U. Music will be provided by participation in seminars wilb
Energy Conservation Officers
every mechanical melbod, from
a live band and disco. Admission
lobbyists, politicial party ofDormitories
here on in we need cooperation.
ficials,
Congressmen
and
is $2.50.
Abbey, Steve Tienry, Addams,
Mark McDonne~ a member of
Black Week '75 will close witb
Senators, heads of various
Simon;
Blackstone,
lbe
Environmental
Model Laurel
departments,
two events Sunday, Marcb 16, governmental
Committee and Survival, lbe Deborah Culver; Blunt, Richard
embassy personnel, and membolbin tbeSuismanLounge at the
Kadzis; Branford, Terry San- student union. Tbere will be no bers of the legal profession. inecology group on campus
believes this program is "a derson; Burdick and Smith,
dividual independent projects
charge. At 2 p.m., the Lincoln
workable, concrete .solution that Susan FelTisj Freeman, Kim University Dancers will perlorm.
will be aided by the help of exHamillon,
Kristi
will only be as effective as eacb Llewellyn;
At 6 p.m., lbere will be a jazz
perts in that field ..
Vaugbn; Harkness,
Jeanette
officer and eacb student."
The
Wasbington
Urban
works bop wilb Jackie McLean
Pinard; Knowlton, Ann Bodur- and Friends. McLean is director
Semester is to "provide a
that Lambdin, Bonnie Kimmel;
of Afro-American Music at Hartt .. alistic picture of lbe urban
Unisex from p. 3
Larrabee, Jane Bystry; Lszrus,
political system, far ricber in
College of Music.
Other Buildings
Dick Gregory was born in tbe detail and more accurate !ban
Allcelsallttlemoresubtlewilba
. _ Admissions
(Woodward
can he gained in an ordinary
black gbetto of St. Louis. A track
corduroy
Jumper,
but lbe House), Howard Weiner; Bill slar at Summer Higb Scbool, be academic environment." The
message still comes across. Since HaI~ Walter Evans; Chapel, won an athletic scbolarship to Urban semester is offered by lbe
the males bave sport roats, I David Robb; Cummings, David Soutbern Illinois University and faculty of tbe Scbool of Governassume lbey were previously at a Smalley; Crozier-Williams, Amy became tbe school's outstanding
ment and Public Administration
dorm cocktall party. Bob bas lbe Stiles; Fanning, John Schlegel;
of the American University.
campus atblete in 1953. In tbe
Anotber
option
is
tbe
basic well~essed hiplie look Hillyer, Robert Quinn; Homes,- balf-mile run, be ranked third in
work shirt wltb narrow striped lie Bruce Hunter' Infirmary Mary lbe nation.
Washington Semester,
wbicb
and coat wllb balf Inch collar. Hall; New r.o'ndon Hall, 'F. EdQ-ude, yet distlnelly masculine.
ward Cranz; Palmer Auditorium;
Ted bas a lblck turtleneck - lbe Fred Grimsey; Palmer Library,
Shaft look. Botb guys have
James
MacDonald'
Service
cordurol panta. Bob' and Alice Building, Ida Leon~; Thames
The most comprehensive in- Field study investigations were
~'m have ll\attonn ahoea.
HaU, Shirley BabcocKj Vinal,
done by nine Connecticut College
ventory
of man's impact on
Thls crew Is quite different
Salyon Harris; Winthrop, Patsy
students.
Connecticut's salt marshes which
from the prevloU8ly described
A. Duran.
Undertsken in tbe spring of
fringe the shore from Greenwich
group. Not socially, physically,
to Stonington has recently been 1973 following Connecticut's
mentally but· sexually. It SGA from p. 1
completed in two volumes, Tidal. legislation of the Tidal WeUands
seems they're more lban friends, to influence faculty decisions." A Wetlands of Connecticut, now on Act whicb makes it illegal to
or about to be. They bead toward
file wilb lbe Department
of develop lbe salt marsbes, the
a boolb In tbe romer, patrlng off working relationsbip witb lbe Environmental
study analyzes the slatus of tbese
Protection
AdmInistration
is
an
important
appropriately. The glrla saunter
valuable resources and sets fortb
(DEP) at tbe State Office
facet
of
lbe
SGA
leadership's
job.
in front of lbe guys, who trail wllb
recommendations
for
tbe
n aids alllo in lbe relaying of Building in Hartford.
occasional snickering and a few
rehabililation of tbe more !ban
Editors
of tbis landmark
student sentiment on important
slap-fives. However, the girls
survey of lbe more !ban 15,000 one balf of lbe wetlands that have
issues.
pBUBe and Bob selects where to
Other points upon wbich Allen acres of tidal marshes are Drs. been lost or changed by man's
sit. Once seated, Bob and Ted get
toucbed were in tbe areas of 1) William A. Niering and R. Scott activities.
the girls' orders, and procede to
According to tbe editors, Drs.
Warren, professors of botany at
the bar (more slap-fives). The Security - Mr. Knigbt's response
to Student Assembly's twelve Connecticut College. Tbey were Niering and Warren, man's
girls remaln,looklng amused but
point plan, 2) Energy - bow we, assisted in lbe researcb by hapbazard manipulation of tbe
sanewbat bored (anybody whose
wetlands tbrougb developing,
as students, can help conserve 3) colleagues Dr. Paul E. Fell,
dsted Imows'the look).
dredging, ditching and pollution
of zoology,
Constitution
change
for
SGA,
4) associate professor
From lbe door, I can't tell
has reduced over tbe past 70
and
Mrs.
Nancy
C.
Olmstead,
exactly wbatlbey're saying, but Purpose of class government years by more than balf lbe
should lbey be more than a social Arboretum research associate.
Bob and Ted are making a
fund raising group, 5) Parkingdefinite attempt to entertaln lbe
the feasibility of parking for
fairer sex. Apparently
they
6) Pbysical Plant succeed, as tbey leave togelber, freshman,
are lbere too many maintenance
bound for parts unknown, Bob
people, 7) Pre-registration - lbe
and Ted looklng cool and conalternatives to extensive lines at
fident, lbe girls again looking
registration, 8) Bookstore - can
sllghtly bored wilb a blnt of
it be part of a college coop system
bnpending guilt.
lbat would order in bulk wllb
Concllllloo
olber schools lbat wrold lower
Witbrottrylng to be Dr. Ruben,
lX'ices.
I lbink that lbe behavilr of these
Dick Gregory, social satirist,
author and reconling artist, wbo
began his prolessiooal career as
a comedian, will make his third
1Jnlverslty
of Hartford
appearance Wednesday evening,
Marcb 12, when be speaks at 8
p.rn. in the Pbysical Education
Center.
There will be no admission
charge. The Gregory talk will
open Black Week '75 at !be UofH.
Gregory's campus address is
being sponsOred by !be UofH
Student Association and tbe
Black People's Union.
Black Week '75 is being

arranged by lbe B.P.U. and lbe
Black Arts Committee, UofH
Program Council
Wilb Dick
Gregory included, !bere will be
eight major events.
After lbe Gregory opener, lbe
annual soul food buffet dinner
will take place at 5 p.m, Thursdsy, Marcb 13 in Mark Twain
Commons. Price for guests will
be $2.40. Music will be provided
by Soul Unlimited.
At 4 and 8 p.m, Marcb 13, the
film
I' Claudine, ,.
starring
Diahann Carroll, will be chown in
Holcomb Conunons, Gengras
Student Union. Admission is 75
cents.

Volunteers from p. 1
II

concentrates on political science
solely. Well qualified students

can spend

a

semester

in

Washington D.C. for a study of
American government in action
working througb a seminar, an
individual research project, and
either one course or an internship.
A third possibility
is the
Washington Economic Policy
Semester dealing witb an intensive examination of lbe policy
making process in Washington.
HThe semester
includes international as well as domestic
economic policy- lbe macro as
well as micro dimensions of sucb
policy.
Lastly,
tbe International
Development Semester, based on
lbe same principles as those

previously
"examines

mentioned,
the problems of

social, economic and political
change in both rich and' poor
nations, focusing upon the poney
dilemmas for lbe United States
and the world lbat arise from lbe
increasing
interdependence
whicb links lbe development fate
of any nation to the aelions of
others."
It is importsnt lbat all in·
terested students pick up forms
before vacation to kick off lbe
program for next fall. Tl14l
program applies to lbose wbo will
be juniors and seniors next year
and fees will be comparable to
lbose bere. Pamphlets on lbe four
programs offered and more in·
formation sbrold be obtained
lbrougb Dean Jobnson's office.

Tidal Wetlands of Conn.

\

productivity

of Connecticut's

tidal marshes.

Supported by a grant from lbe
Department of Environmental
Proteelion in cooperation wilb
tbe U.S. Bureau
of Sports
Fisperies and Wildlife, the twovolume report contains an introduction by DEP Director of
water and Related Resources, E.
loll Steever. wbicb says in part:
"This study bas attempted to add _
a new
dimension
of
understanding in lbe dynamics of
lbe vegetation and lbe role of lbe
associated animal populations,
especially tbe invertebrates ...it is
only tbe beginning of a more
comprebensive understanding of
one of Connecticut's
most
beautiful and valuable natural
resources -tbe tidal salt marshestaurine eC03ystem"

two groupa relate to my concept
of unisex, but unisex wilb subtle
distinction as a result of sexual
interaction.
mll'lD~
SO' I conclude lbat no matter
.ll'-.II.\[
'1l
how liberal we heome In terms of
. If\I 'IL ...
sexual roles, no matter bow
\U 11".
liberal we become in terms of
/{'CJ"b If:
sexual roles, no matter bow crose
we approach unisex in terms of
appearance, thougbt and acllon,
E:NT£R
the basic male-female biological
CAN HELP Vl'\U
drives will always provide lbe
1u
essential fundamental dlstinc·
STU:>tNTGCN"T ROOI'I
lion. And, to quote ChHfim, "It's
MON 1~S.~ 'w'fD..,
OO"'J!~tJl.,Ce:....:.;lo~fo.:.:O.::..1
.:.:M.::..olh.::..er~n:::.atur=.:e.::...
"...,..,I ... __
.'lH.I_".Siiii~oi·ot__
.. ~~~~W:.:o~r~ke::::r.S~'l;il),~ij¥~q~AA~JlIPes
.fO~J1!tw.Jlll.r.".r:Y.~Jg.dJf.ch,.Some. brJdge,. - ... _..~
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Dr. Hall's vzewon
MeMO
TO:
Deans,
Housefellows, Judiciary
Board,
Chaplain
FROM:
Mary
N. Hall,
M.D.,
Director,
Student
Health
Service
Abuse at alcohol is becoming a
malor problem on campus. Just
another form of drug abuse, it
constitutes a switch
only
in
ingredients. I've been down this
road be tcre , with LSD and other
hallucinogens,
and have been
dissatisfied with the college'S
over-all dIrection - actually lack
of direction.
Two other suetects come under
the heading, t.e.. vandalism and
thievery. All three- drug abuse,
vandalism, thievery - are In fact
antisocial
behavior
and need
exam tna tton
and
treatment
within the social structure of the
ccm m untt v- They
are
not
primarily, or Initially, medical
problems. I hope we can start to
respond better
and in more
constructive ways than we have
in the past.
Some few of the instances of
irresponsIble, antIsocial behavIor
become ultimately, after the fact,
medica! problems. These few
cases
(such
as
addIction,
toxIcity,
physical lnlurv) certelnlv need and will get medical
treatment. That Is a legitimate
expectation of the Student Health
Service. But this In no way ever
looks at the primary problem of
Irresponsible,
antisocial
eenevtcr.
Dumping the whole
morass
under
the
heading
"sickness" solves nothing. This
attitude
toward
antisocial
behavior Is erroneous. It tends to
perpetuate and even deepen the
problem In its own destructive
wheel-spinning.
The
Initial
causes of these kinds of behavior
are
not
medical
and
the
derivative complications cannot
be dealt with medically.
We
should all stop kidding ourselves.
Such a mIsrepresentation
is
unbecoming in an educations
Institution. The Student Health
Service Is not, and cannot be, the
answer.
Case after case is referred to
the Student Health Service for
"treatment"
In
lieu
of
"discipline."
It has been so for
years, and nothing we have said
so far has even dented, let alone
destroyed, this myth. We have
argued pUblicly and ·privately
that this is a self·defeating
principle. We have been caught
repeatedly in the trap of lack of
other approaches, lack of other
pians, lack of other facilities, and
have found ourselves unwillingly
locked into the role of custod lans
or plea-bargainers or cover·up
agents. The piteous lament, from
both
students
and
administrators, sometimes implied
and at other times
explicit,
always is, "But where else can
we go? What else can we do? To
whom do we turn?" These are
good questions, which must be
faced and answered. The Student
Health Service cannot be, and

properly should not try to be, all
things to all people In all times of
trouble. Some of the fault is ours
for allowing
this fantasy
to
persist as long as It has. We have
hoped that other approaches,
plans and facilities would develop
which would begIn to try to deal
with Irresponsible,
antisocial
behavior on this campus within
its proper context. In our attempts to fill a vacuum we have
reluctantly become part of tbe
perversion Of the system. To
continue to use medical facilities
in this manner Is, I have concluded, not only useless, it is
worse than useless. We are
allowing
ourselves
to
be
manipulated Into the position of
perpetrators of benIgn neglect.
I am beolnning to realize that
the only way to fill this particular
vacuum of approaches, plans,
and facilities
for
handling
irresponsible, antisocial behavior
is first to let the vacuum become
apparent. The Student Health
Service
personnel
are
not
custodians,
plea-bargainers,
cover-up agents, or baby-sitters,
The Infirmary is not a flop-house
or a detention unit. Admissions
cannot be accepted in he Infirmary except on doctor's orders, for medical problems, and
for cues
which our Hmtted
medical facll1ties are equipped to
handle. The myth that any and all
antisocial behavior can be excused under the euphemism of
"sickness" must in the name of
common sense, stop.
The college community must, I
th Ink, face up to th Is problem and
consider national attempts at
solutions. It Is Impossible for
doctors or counselors to help
students
deal
with
their
"problems"
(which the students
In fact have no reason whatsoever to acknowledge that there
even is a "problem".
What
problem? Not one thing happens
to
dlsaccomodate
or
inconvenience the offenders. No
fines
no penalties
no ec

summer
in europe
65 DAY ADVANCE
PAYMENT REDUIRED
U.S. GOVT. APPROVED
TWA PAN AM TRANSAVIA

707

707

707

No funds for Conn.PIRG

alcohol

CHARTERS
LESS THAN

REJ/2
ECONOMY FARE

covntebilltv,
no discipline,
no
peer pressure, no administrative
sanctions, lust "You're sIck. Go
see a doctor." And after one or
two maybe three indifferent
sessions In the counselor's office.
all is forgiven and forgotten.
It is. I believe. a premise of
education that the tolerance of a
college
community
to adventuresome
and exploratory
behavior should be wider than the
tolerance
of
non-collegiate
communities.
I support
this
premise. But In the name of
"education",
adventures
and
explorations are supposed to lead
toward some kind of learning.
When
the
legitimate
consequences of one's own actIons
and behavior Indulged In Wilfully
and knowingly are camouflaged,
the learning
is nullfled.
The
Student Health Service must, In
conscience, decline any further
part In this camouflage.
I do not mean to seem to support vindictive, retroaresalve,
or
excesslve punishment, I am no
more in favor Of that extremity
than I am supportive of endless
permissiveness. Somewhere In
between there Is a path of
reasoned, constructive, relevant,
and fair etsctpune which Is based
on the validity of a doctrine of
responsibIlity and accountability
for one's own behavior within a
community of one's peers and
colleagues. The social structure
of ConnectIcut
College must
address Itself to this eecesettv. It
is not the function Of the Student
Health
Service.
Surely
somewhere
there Is the intelligence
and the strength
combined with compassIon. It
could then become the proper
function of the Student Health
Service doctors and or counselors
to help support
the student
through the disciplinary process,
to help them achieve
some
maturation,
and Insight,
and
perhaps even some respect for
the community In which they live
and its other members

.....
»
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off campus petitions

'"

Students who wish to petition to live off campus
for the coming academic year are requested to
return their signed forms to Dean Watson's office
no later fhan April I, 1975.Forms are available in
Fanning 210A. Please check your bulletin board for
details concerning this procedure.

EUROPE
BOUND
IN '75?
wouldn't)'OU rather come with us?
Last year cver200.000stud<"nts
_roed
in ~I.lrope.
"no tnt
travelvhe
flew on charter!!
bllc.u~
it costs about HALfl
This ye"r a 1 _ 6 ..... k ticket
to London 15 $512 . z - )
weaker $597. And its
'767.
for over six _aks
r~~m He..

Tori:.
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(Thst's

what

two untercast

the

airlines

say now.

Last year there

increase,:)

Not only do you fly with us at half.
but you can just about
have your. choice of datlllllfor",
5, 0, 7, 8, 9, 10 w"'lIlkduration
during the $Unvtl'lr. Alld all you hive to do to qUllllfy
is r-e se eve your ~llat now by sending $100. ctepostt,
pIll.! $10.
rllglstratlon
fe".
Under recently
new U. S. Govemmlllnt r<!/1;Ulatl011.l we mu:.;t sllbmit all flight
~rtic1pant"
name" lond
full
payment "Ixty doy,\ herore each fUght.
Urou
t.akfl the
June 21 _ Augu&t 1') flight
to I.ondon for t'!lIll",ple, depo ..it r,,_
eerve" your seat lind April
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for all
flight"
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you pick a weekend
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Charter flying is
the biggest bargain
in air travel today
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the general fWlds ri Student
C
Organizations Budget
lID
However, Mr. Hathaway stated
that there will sUll be CllIIIIUDler ?J
services on campus. A coosumer
complaint center bss been set up
in the student government room. ~
»
Also, he plans to publlsh. docton
lID
directory to New London after
n
vacation, In additiOll to provtdlng %
more price surveys. The COlt ri ;
these selVices will be about $150.

By Waller Palmer
Funding for the Connecticut
Public Interest Research Group
has been withheld this semester.
According
to
campus
representative of Conn. PlRG
Ted Hathaway, beadquarlen in
Hartford were notified that Conn.
College would not Join PIRG this
semester because of "lack of
interest" The $1,600that would
have funded PIRG will remain in

NfW LONDON
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Complete start 10 finish professIOnal s.er·
vice for positions al all levels • Covering
Letters _ Job Search Counsel. Editing &
Styling _ Quality Printing
_ Mailing
• Roasonable Prices. Student Rates

Visit, Call787 -6584 or Write

BestResumeService
152 Temple St., New Haven 06510
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Now that your academic career
is almost behind you ...
Why not let CST put a great
business career in front of you?
If

':JU are looking for a stimulating, rewarding career. .. And you have an
interest in banking _ .you should eX;:llcrEJthe exciting career potential

<,·...

1
\

II

I

at CST.
At CST you'll find that innovati';e finflncial :echniques have been C,);T1bined
with progressive management philcsophies ... a major rnason why CST
is one of the leading banks :n thE;U.S. 8,S well as the 13.r~estcommercial
banking organization in Connecticut. We have act'e·/( J this rank with the
help of outstanding career candidates who want to fo',us their abilities on
tomorrow's accomplishments-candidates
who want to play significant
roles in our future planning and growth.
Our campus representatives will be happy to tell you more about the
exciting career potential and excellent salary and benefits program. y.ou
will enjoy as a member of the CST staff. Speak to them when they VISit

your campus.
THURSDAY, MARCH 27

The Cornecticut

Bankand TrustCompany
Hartford, Connecticut 06115
PEOPLE PLANNING
M.£Qual

Opporlunlly

BANKING

EmJ;!I.o.ve!~
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Women gymnasts vault over URI
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The women's gymnastic team
continued winDing in excellent
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Hoopsters fight for the b-ball.

p/IoIll by IIue8I8

Mens b-ba1110-6

,

by Barry Groll
During the past week the Conn.
College Men's Basketball team
played three gsmes, winning two
at home and losing OIIe 011 the
road. Their record now slands at
10-6. On Tuesday March 4, the
Camels play their finale, a.
rematch with Manhattanville
who beat them by one point in
overtime in the first contest,
On February 26, Salve Regina
provided the c<mpetltlon for the
second time this seaSOll. Conn.
coasted to victory by the score 01
l1&-li5, missing the school record
tor total polnta scored In a single
ptne by ten -poIn1a. TIle v\ctory
gave the team Its ninth win ol the
yeIIr, assuring Conn. at B winning
record for the seasm.
Eight players hit double figures

for CODD. ezhlbiting
their
tremendous scoring balance ODce
again. Mike Franklin led the
point barrage with 23. Don MIlls
8I!.d Peter Bellotttl each scored
16, Andy RaWllOO had 14, Kevin
Copeland and Jim litwin scored
13 apiece, imd Jeff Simpson
added 10. Joo Perry playing
another fine game off the bench
added 12 as Conn. led all the way
with no problems.
On February 28, the Camels

travelled to Brooklyn for an
encounter with Medgar Evers
College, the latter prevailed 11474.Kevin Copeland led all scorers
with 36 points, his high for the
season. Guards Jeff Simpson and
Peter Bellotti had 16and'n points
respectively.
Conn. faced Mobegan Community College on March 31, and
came away with the victory by a
score of 109-70. The gsme was
close throughout the first half
with Conn. holding a five point
halftime lead 46-41before pulling
away in the second half. Once
again, guarda Peter BelloW and
Jeff Slmpaon turned In excellent
penormances. BeUolti SCtred 20'
and Simpson Z1 points. The game
also featured a fine job by
sophomore, Jim litwin who had
his high gsme ol the year - 14
points. Kevin Copeland scored 20
and Don Mills scored 13. Mike
Franklin, usually one of the high
point men for Conn. was taken
out early in the gsme because of
a badly sprained ankle after
scoring 3 points. Jim litwin,
Mitch Pine, and Andy Rawson
turned in good defensive games,
rebounding with their usual
brII1lance.

.* Sports notes *
BadmintOll CompetItion
The Conn. College Co-ed
Badminton
Club wl11 host
Western Connectlwt at 3 p.rn. OD
Thursday, March 6. All_events
will be played - men's singles
and doubles, WOlDen'ssingles and
doubles, and mlxed.
lJdramaral

Sheryl Yeary Wins Tournament
Sheryl Yeary defeated Diedre
Redden ol Trinity College 6-2, 6-2
in the Women's Singles finals of
the New LOndon County Indoor
Temis Championships on March
2.

7:.u:. :

Intramural volleyball results
The first round <i the intramural volleyball competiton
began last week. Thus 11l1', eleven
gsmes have been played, the
winners of which will go into
second r~d
competillon after
the v""ation. The losers will
parllcipate In a cOllllolallonround
with a chance te get Into the
linsls. A lOllSin the second game
by B team in either group will
eliminate
them fromfurther
tourner play. The teams who won
their first r!"1lld llames are _ the

Marshall Mellows, and the Artful
Dodgers, Windham I, Park A and
B teams, Wright I, the Branford
A and B teams, Abber, SmithBurdick IV, and the Harkness
Blue Devils. The teams heading
tor the cOl18olatlonround are the Morrlason M&M's and the
Brew, Windham II, Plant, Blunt,
Freeman A and C, Blackstone,
Smith-Burdick I, the Jane Adams
Giants,
and the Larrabee
Flames.

Drown Proof Swimming Clinic Sponsored by
Physical Educat.lon Dept. Saturday, April 12th,
12:00 Noon, at Crozier-Williams Pool. Clinic and
demonstration of techniques for teaching drown
proof swimming to adults and children, buoyant
and non-buoyant swimmers.
Open to the public and all student, faculty and
staff of Connecticut College. For further Information caII 443-5391,ext.. 205.
Learn To Swim Week
Apr iI 14th to 17th
Swimming lessons and drown proofing lessons
for non-swimmers. Open. to Connecticut College
students, faculty and staff. For further Information
call 443-5391,ext. 205.
Beufit Basketball Game
Connecticut College Men's Varsity vs. Intramural All Stars. Tuesday, April 1st, 7:00 P.M.
Crozier-Williams Gym.

went to Com. Ann Drouilhet once
again placed fll'st in this event
scorin g a 765 Gail Whoriskey
p1aCed seco~d 'wlth a 7.0. Kathy
Bradley and Marcy Connelly tied
for third WIth scores of 6.65.
central tod< the next three spots .
iffich~e c,:ne
sc~r~~5 6:
d
s::::e
yscS;;~ 5.5. Conn
1 d 215 to 1/7 after this event.
eO
un en bars Conn also
n e ev
,
tad< the top three places. Kathy
Brsdley
turned
in a~other
supenor performance to wm WIth
a 7.05. Ellen Barbas placed
seco~d WIth a .5.25 and Ann
Drowlhet tad< third at 5.2 Conn
led 39 t;;. 26.25 gomgtimto the
balance
am compe on.
Central took the top tw? places
on the beam, wh~re their mam
achievement was 10 staying on It.
Gina Kar~bay
won WIth a 6.25
and Jane SlIckney placed second
at 5.65. Kathy Bradley took third
WItha5.15. Ellen Barhas and Ann
Drouilhet tied for fourth with
scores of 5.0.
.
al
In the floor exercise Conn so
did well but not as good as usual
as each individual scored lower
than they previously had been
scoring. First place went to
central's
Jane Stickney who
scored a 7.0. Denise McClsm
placed second with a 6.9. Michelle
Cottone, CCSC, took lhird with a
6.65. Marty Gaetze placed fourth
with a 6.6. Gina Karsmbay,
CCSC, placed fifth with a 8.55 and
Ann Drouilhet placed sixth with a
6.25. central won this event 20.20
to Conn's 19.75.The final score of
the meet was Conn's 73.0 to
central's 63.0.
Conn faced Springfield
on
March 4 and hosts the University
ol Bridgeport, for their last meet,
on March 6. Conn will participate
in the Eastern Regionals at
Princeton on March 21-22 as a
team and individually - those'
who have scored a 7.0 or better in
an event at some point in the year
are eligible for the individual
competition.
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Womens b-ball ends season

Taesday, M8rcb 25
Gamel
8:30eastgymMarshal1Ivs.
Park I
Game II 8:30 west gym Smith-Brudick II vS. WindhamHarkness I
Game III 9:30 east gym Blunt II vs. Freeman
Game IV 9:30 west gym Morrlsson I vs. Faculty
SemlflDals

•

titi
URI took
compe .on.
;'~e:~
second place
wl
::;mU~~.';:it·
~""k,::e~~~
~~~~~Ced
lhird ~t 5.75. Ann
t h
.
..
Drouilhet placed fifth at 4.20 and
for a re:n rna. c 7=
~~
Alison Hall sixth at 4.05.
:rr~u~rhetrru::::' the v~uiting
Com continued its excelle~ce
competition with. s 7.0 for the in the floor exercise in which
sixth lime. Gall Whorlskey
vaulting has been their most
placed second with a 7.45 for her
consistent event. Denise McClam
best score <i the season and
won, with her always excellent
Kath Bradle took third with a routine, scoring a 7.35 in ber best
71 ~so her' best score of the performance of the year. URI
~,;. URI took the fourth spot
to<* second with a 7.05 and fourth
~th'a 6 35 and tied for fifth with with a 6.70. Alison Hall tied for
Ellen Barbas and Denise Me- lhird with a URI competitor
Clam at 6.25.
giving her best performance of
Conn also tad< the top two
the year, scoring 6.90. Ann
places in the uneven bar com- Drouilhet placed with a 6.65
petition. Kathy Bradley scored a which is her highest score on the
625 to win the event. Ann
floor this year, and Marcy
rirO'.Iilhet placed second at 5.55. Connelly took sixth with a 6.05.
ThIrd and fourth places went to
Conn also defeated central
URI with score of 4.65 and 4.40. Connecticut State College last
Ellen Barbas place fifth with a week, relying primarily on their
360
depth in vaulting and on the
. K~thy Bradley scored an
uneven bars to do so.
impressive 6.4, her best score in
The top four spots in vaulting

B-Ball Playoff Scbedule
QaarterffDals

HOlIday. MardI 31
9:00wlnnerofGamelivs.
wlnnerolGamellI
10:30winner of Gamel vs. winner of Game IV
CI1ampIoIISbJp Game
Thursday, AprO 3 at 7:00 p.m.
Note: Both the semifina1 games and final game will differ
from DOnna! rules by conxIstiDg of 4 eight minute quarters of
stopped lime Instead of the usua1 rUlllling lime.

this event, to win the balance

beam
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The women's basketball team
closed out a highly unsuccessful
season on Monday with one more
loas to bring their final record to
~ 10.
.
They began last week by extending their winning streak to
two by defeating Yale University
30-27. Becky
Frailey
and
Georgette Dionne continued to
lead the team in scoring getting
13 and 11 points respectively.
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They were the only two players in
the gsme to reach double figures
in the scoring column.
The final gsme of the season
was a rescheduled
contest·
against Eastern
Connecticut
State College. Eastern won by
five, the final score being 35-30.
Becky Frailey and Georgette
Dionne again led the team in
scoring hitting for 11 and 10
points
respeclively.
Joyce
Williams led Eastern with 10.

Womens basketball
p/IoIll by
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